Enjoy our garden and farmyard

Many areas of the garden are accessible to visitors who use manual wheelchairs and electric scooters, please take extra care on the steeper slopes and keep to the designated paths.

The plan of the garden shows detailed routes of varying length and ease so you can find the best route to your favourite features.

The sensory garden is fully accessible to visitors who use manual wheelchairs and electric scooters.

There are buggy tours of the garden from outside the Orangery shop for a small additional charge.

If you have any queries while you are in the garden our pay box and garden staff will be pleased to help you.

Flora’s Temple garden entrance
Recommended for visitors using wheelchairs.

House entrance
Electric scooter and manual wheelchair collection point.

Food-to-go
Toilets
Accessible toilets

ACCESSIBLE PATHS

- Good paths and flat going
- Slight gradients and various surfaces
- Steeper gradients and various surfaces
- Grass - various gradients, please avoid when wet

Maze is accessible for manual wheelchairs but not electric scooters
- Backed seats
- Backless seats
- Steps